
RTYFC EAGLES 1-0 ELSENHAM 

 

THE GOOD will out. But only if you keep putting in the effort. 

Eagles did, and four minutes from the end of a tense, tight game, they had their reward. 

Cameron King had already earned a place in the shake-up for man of the match with his performance at the 
back. 

But he sealed it by putting the decisive touch on the ball to send it over the line, break the visitors’ hearts 
and allow those of the Royston parents on the touchline to beat again. 

It really was the kind of moment you look back on at the end of a season and think: “That mattered.” 

A draw would not have been a bad result against a strong and competitive visiting side who defended bravely 
and had enough about them to suggest they could even have stolen a win. 

The Eagles’ 100 per cent league record will not go down without a fight though, and King’s goal was fully 
deserved after Royston had had all the best chances. 

The first half, in particular, was one of frustration. 

Eagles did everything but score and made sure they matched their opponents’ effort and physicality in order 
to restrict them to half chances at best. 

King, Jacob Schroeder and Will Hamblin were commanding at the back. Sean Blois and Kyle Smith made sure 
they stood up to their big and committed counterparts in the Elsenham midfield, while Sam Fage and Logan 
Downie provided ammunition from wide areas for Kian Harness, Jack Piggott and Luca Winterton. 

Harness hit the post with one free kick and forced a fine save from the Elsenham goalkeeper with another. 

Harness, King and Winterton all had sights of goal, too, and Downie was a constant threat, beating his man 
on the outside or forcing a corner in almost every attack. 

The ball just wouldn’t go in, though, and Jacob McGlynn had to make an important intervention on the edge 
of his area not long before half time. 

Elsenham had more joy going forward in the second period and as the game wore on, concern grew among 
the more pessimistic supporters that it was going to be one of those days. 

Not least when the referee, who was forced to abandon his half-time cuppa and Mars Bar because of the 
eagerness of the players to re-start, failed to give Eagles what looked like a stonewall penalty for handball. 

When another, less convincing shout for a spot kick was turned down, even the usually unflappable Blois 
lost his cool for a moment. McGlynn made another good stop but most of the action was still down the other 
end. 

Eagles swung in corner after corner, but time and again Elsenham found a way of keeping the ball out of the 
net. 

Until yet another corner was half cleared and a Harness cross from the right found Max Coutts in a great 
position. His header came back off the bar and there was King to hold off his man and force the ball home 
from close range. 



Cue some rather undignified celebrations on the touchline, which thankfully did not prove premature. 

Elsenham had given everything and will be a real challenge again at their ground. 

But Eagles showed just how much they want to win their second league title of the season. 

They are without doubt the best footballing side in the Royston Crow set-up. But that’s not enough. 

This win showed they are also the most hungry. 

  

Team: Jacob McGlynn, Jacob Schroeder, Cameron King, Will Hamblin, Sam Fage, Sean Blois, Kyle Smith, Logan 
Downie, Luca Winterton, Jack Piggott, Kian Harness, Max Coutts, Owen Maslen, George Palmer. 
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